« The Forgotten Legend »
Perfumed « concert show » by Nathalie MANSER
A musical and olfactory concert
This show combining music, the projection of images and scents innovates and
surprises through the impact of its original music, the captivating magic of the
scents accompanying the sound, the poetic and fantasy pictures.

Joséphine WALL

Performed on stage by Nathalie MANSER with her cello and José MARTIN in charge
of the olfactory diffusion.

Scent diffusion by José MARTIN (SIGMACOM) and design of fantasy
images by Cyril ROLANDO, Josephine WALL and SYLAR113

Inspired by « World Music » by the virtuoso cellist Nathalie MANSER (original
music by Nathalie MANSER, Georges DE ANGELIS and David RICHARDS,
famous sound engineer for Queen and David Bowie), this show leads us on a voyage
to the heart of the cradle of humanity, full of colours and scents.
A voyage in a world of legends. At the heart of ancestral wisdom and in a humanistic
approach, Nathalie MANSER calls on artists such as Cyril ROLANDO, Josephine
WALL and SYLAR113 for the design of fantasy and surreal images, and José
MARTIN for the scent diffusion system.

Synopsis of the show

The Forgotten Legend is about the human quest, told in the form of a poetic magic
which awakens our hearing, olfactory and visual senses. It is the story of the
coming of the human being to Earth, from the cosmos, his conception and his
human journey seen from a metaphoric and fantasy stand point. The human
ancestral values are mentioned in the form of several scenes until the return of the
human being in the cosmos. It is a little like the story of «The Little Prince» … the
human being goes to visit the planets of values. – Nathalie MANSER

Joséphine WALL

For adults, it is a humanistic approach bringing a universal message of peace and
hope to the present-day world. For children, it represents a precious and educational
message to transmit, in order to teach them to cultivate good and beautiful values
and to fulfil their own potential and existential future.

Musics

Alpha
centauri

Lullaby

Dancing Toys

Les Anges
(The Angels)

Celtic

Atlantis

Theme
Planets and
Cosmos,
Cradle of
humanity

Bubbles of destiny
The conception of
the human being

Images

Scents
« Poussières
d’Étoiles »
(« Star dust »)
ozonic, metallic
notes, freezing and
slightly iodized
« Poussières
d’Étoiles »
(« Star dust »)

The inner child
Dream and
freedom from
care

« Baby Tender »
flower notes, citrus
fruit notes with
green and wooded
tones

Guide,
protection, hope

« O.ROS » Soft,
fresh and ethereal
Rose

Dance, Dance
your life,
movement

« Arduinna Forest »
Green notes, leaves
and stems of the
plant reign, moist
moss

The magical
mystery of life,
swallowed cities,
marine life

« M.Insence » The
incense of
gentleness, of inner
peace and
tranquility

The Grail

Contemplation

Une Page
d’Amour
(A Page of
love)

Black Hole

Quest for the
Grail, pursuing
our dreams,
perseverance

Boundary
between Good
and Evil, 2
hidden faces of
the human being

Universal love

Thoughtful

Vision Quest

Respect for the
Mother Earth,
Animals, Planet

Gabriel’s
Realm

Return to « the
origins of Life »
the immortality
of the soul

« Sunset Insence »
Incense with
wooded notes and
notes of the burnt
ground by the sun

« Bois de Siam »
(« Siam Wood »)
wooded fresh,
balsamic and
phenolic notes

« Sensuelle Rose »
(«Sensual Rose »)
sensual and
crystalline notes
with musky,
powdery scents
« Tsulang »
incense smoke
mixed with sacred
Sandal wood,
Jasmine flowers
and China
geranium
« Okee »
atmosphere of
cedar forests,
tuyas, balsam with
fur and tanned
skins scents
First Part :
« Tsulang »
Second Part :
« Poussières
d’Étoiles »
(« Star Dust »)

Length of show : around 1 hour and 15 minutes
For any further information:
a.lemaire@como7events.fr or nathalie.manser@bluewin.ch

NATHALIE MANSER

This virtuoso cello player was brought up right from her early childhood in the world
of classical music. After having obtained a "1er Prix de Virtuosité with the Jury's
congratulations and the highest diploma of the State Musical Academy of Lausanne,
the "Concert Licence", she had the opportunity to play with several orchestras in the
French-speaking part of Switzerland and has continued her musical education by
following Master Classes in Germany.

NEVERTHELESS,
the rigidity of classical music could hardly offer her any room for personal creation or
interpretation. For this reason, NATHALIE MANSER moved away from classical
music in order to create her own musical compositions and adaptations with the cello.
THANKS
to her knowledge and mastery of the instrument, she has
been able to produce her own personal and sensual music
derived from "World Music" and "Meditative" trends.

Her magical encounter with DAVID RICHARDS, the famous and talented sound
engineer/producer, artistic director of the MOUNTAIN STUDIOS in Montreux.
(where Queen, Freddie Mercury, Michael Jackson, David Bowie and others have
recorded their productions), has given Nathalie MANSER the opportunity to affirm
her creativity and to develop a number of musical pieces, rich in emotion and
poetry.

For any further information and to listen to her music :

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=nathalie+manser

FOLLOWING HER GREAT SUCCESS
with her first show « Un Monde en Senteurs » (« World Scents »), Nathalie
MANSER presents her new creation. Surrounded by poetic magic, which will
awaken your visual, olfactory and also your hearing senses, you will be transported
into a world of legends, at the heart of ancestral wisdom, in this mythical universe
that is the cradle of humanity.
www.nathaliemanser.com

JOSE MARTIN

Founded on 1st January 1988, the company SIGMACOM
diffuses scents indoors as well as outdoors.

Patented by José MARTIN, scent diffusers allow the full restitution of the olfactory
properties, fungicides or sanitizing of the products used. The processing of the
products from liquid form to the state of microparticles is performed by a simple
mechanical process without changing temperature or adding propellant or any other
product.
Scent diffusers can perfume vast stage areas, even outdoors. It takes a few seconds
for a perfect diffusion of fragrances in the desired volume, while consuming...1 to 3
cl of product per hour of continuous operation.

The SIGMACOM method enables several scents to be diffused, one after the other, in
a separate and instantaneous manner. There are over 2 500 olfactory references in the
catalogue with the possibility of creating specific fragrances.
SIGMACOM has already made a name for itself in North America, EUROPE, in
Russia, in Japan, in Africa, the Middle East, and Australia for prestigious shows
and benefits.
For any further information : www.sigmacom.fr

ARNAUD LEMAIRE

Founder of ComO7events,
manager, executive producer and passionate about shows,
Arnaud LEMAIRE has been staging, producing and accompanying artists for over 20
years.

With a professional and honest approach, he wants to create relations with authentic
human values.

« The Forgotten Legend »
Creating feeling, etching memories…

Comments

Merci Nathalie ! Ça me replonge dans ce moment si doux et envoûtant
Thanks Nathalie ! You took me back to this soft and enchanting moment.

Une soirée de rêve et de douceur
An evening of dreams and gentleness !

Nathalie, You are real angel to me who gives emotion and fantastication. So wonderful.

Bravo Nathalie ! C’était magnifique quel beau moment... plein de succès
Congratulations Nathalie ! It was beautiful, what an amazing moment… full of success !

Coucou...c était magique.. Bravo...
Hello… It was amazing… Congratulations…

Soirée magique et bienfaisante ! Nathalie, tu dégages du bien !!
A magical and beneficial evening ! Nathalie you bring good things !!

Translated by Maïwen LEMAIRE

Pur émerveillement tout y est gratitude joie et amour
Pure wonder, full of gratitude, love and joy

